bauhaus lab marseille – Émaho association
Architectural contest
In February 2009, we launched an international competition to build the bauhaus lab
marseille structure. The aim was to rearrange a space following a reinterpretation of
the principles of the Bauhaus. This polymorphic place should host multimedia artist
workshops, lectures about interdisciplinary, multimedia workshops for children, and
an art exhibition in the “Maintenant” space from La Friche de la Belle de Mai.
The Jury members were the architects Matthieu Poitevin and Rémy Marciano,
Thierry Ollat, director of the Contemporary Art Museum of Marseille (MAC), Patrick
Bardou from Editions Parentheses, and Stéphane Moginot a member of Mécènes du
Sud.
More than 200 persons from all over Europe applied to the competition and we
received 60 different kinds of propositions making the participation rate very
successful.
Les Coffres à Jouer, from the French agency Juste le Cabinet, was the winner
project of the competition.
Architectural Exhibition
On june 2009, the MAV Paca, a very well known architectural institution from
Marseilles, decided to host an architectural exhibition with the seven best projects
from bauhaus lab marseille architectural contest. During three weeks, more than 500
visitors came to see the models and A0 boards from the seven best projects. Local
and international press releases announced the exhibition, and the winners from
Juste le Cabinet gave a lot of interviews.
Art Residency
European artists, Kai-Oi Jay Yung (UK), Hansjörg Köfler (Switzerland), Irene Pätzug
(Germany), Enrico Freitag (Germany) and french artists Wilson Trouvé, Emmanuelle
Gibello, Javiera Tejerina-Risso and François-Alexis Degrenier were finally selected
and worked in situ.
Eigenheim gallery curator from Weimar, Konstantin Bayer, worked in close range
with the artists and took care of the artistic overview and general look of the art
exhibition. During three weeks, between august and September 2009, artists made
their artwork, follow lectures, and offer multimedia workshop for children’s.
Art Exhibition
From 10th to 26th of September 2009 and together with Marseilles art fair ART-ORAMA and other art institutions from the south of France we made our art exhibition
“Water drops, we run” in la Friche de la Belle de Mai. More than 3500 persons
visited this exhibition and got good press coverage.
Our project participated to the European Heritage Days in Marseille.

